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We propose three parent structures for designing quaternary hydrides of increasing complexity
to optimize parameters correlated with high Tc superconductivity. The first is a simple Pm3m cell
inspired by the FCC RH3 structures (R = trivalent rare earths), which we show has moderately
promising potential for high Tc compounds. The second is an Fm3m heterostructure inspired by
our work on Lu8H23N that consistently produces metallic hydrogen sublattices, whose quantum
interference with Lewis bases is designed to high DOSH(EF ). Several examples are put forward
that first-principles calculations confirm have hydrogen-dominant metal character, as well as strong
network connectivity as measured with the Electron Localization Function (ELF). The third quater-
nary model structure allows for a more precise description of doping as well as symmetry breaking
of octahedral hydrogen which improves the hydrogen network connectivity. These model struc-
tures/formulae predict compounds with high predicted Tc and have enough flexibility to optimize
for both Tc and stability at low pressures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of materials that superconduct at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure has been a long-
standing dream since the discovery of superconductivity
[1]. The theoretical predictions of high Tc superconduc-
tivity in metallic hydrogen [2, 3] and its subsequent pre-
diction in dense hydrides [3] have been realized experi-
mentally [4–8] (see [9] for a review), alongside theoret-
ical work studying the chemical precompression effects
of hydrogen combined with other elements. Notable in
this regard are LaH10 [10, 11] which were found to agree
closely with experiment [4, 5], followed by later experi-
ments on the YHn system [6–8] and ternary hydrides [12–
14]. Several works have proposed ternary or more com-
plex hydrides as vehicles to lower the pressure needed for
high-temperature superconductivity [15–21]. Many such
studies start with the highest Tc materials and attempt
to alloy them to lower the pressure necessary to stabilize
their structures.

In contrast, the approach we consider here is to begin
with hydrogen-rich structures that are already stable at
ambient conditions (as suggested by Ashcroft [22]) and
attempt to dope them optimally for high Tc. Of note
are the FCC rare-earth trihydride (RH3) compounds,
which have strong electron-phonon coupling (EPC) [23–
26] associated primarily with octahedrally coordinated
hydrogen, as in palladium hydrides [27]. Interestingly,
the FCC phases can be metastabilized with doping [28],
ball milling [29], and quenching [30]. This echoes the
Allen and Dynes prediction that structures with very
strong electron-phonon coupling can be metastabilized
with disorder [31] to allow for arbitrarily large super-
conducting Tc. In FCC RH3, doping the rare earth
[32] and substituting nitrogen for octahedral hydrogen
in LuH3 [33, 34] have both been predicted to increase

FIG. 1: Three structures of increasing complexity that
serve as model structures for quaternary (or even more
complex) hydrides.

this electron-phonon coupling. Notably, evidence of su-
perconductivity in near-ambient conditions has been re-
ported for FCC LuH3−xNy [35, 36].
Inspired by our earlier work describing novel Lu8H23N

[37] structures with flat hydrogen-based bands at EF , we
generalize the idea of doping the metal atom in RH3 to
include small amounts of doping of the octahedral hydro-
gen with Lewis bases [O,N,S,P]. As the space of possible
quaternary structures and stoichiometries is huge, we use
FCC RH3 and the results of our previous work [37] to de-
sign model structures with relatively few degrees of free-
dom. We propose three model structures of increasing
complexity that are engineered to have dominant hydro-
gen states at the EF that emulate metallic hydrogen [22].
These structures are summarized in Fig. 1.
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II. METHODOLOGY

We use density functional theory (DFT) [38–40] and
DFT+U [41, 42] first-principles electronic structure cal-
culations (see Sec. SI-B) to study the examples built
using our proposed model structures (Fig. 1). To study
large amounts of stoichiometries in our model structures
and try to maximize Tc, we take advantage of the es-
tablished correlation between certain hydride electronic
properties and the isotropic Eliashberg Tc [43], which
yields a method to roughly estimate Tc. The Tc estima-
tor takes the form

Tnet
c ≈ 750Φ− 85 (Kelvin) (1)

Φ ≡ ϕnet
iso ×Hf × 3

√
DOSH,rel(EF ) (2)

Hf ≡ # of H forming network

# of atoms in unit cell
(3)

DOSH,rel(EF ) ≡
DOSH(EF )

DOStot(EF )
(4)

where ϕnet
iso is the critical hydrogen networking iso-

value [43] which roughly measures the bonding
strength/connectivity of the hydrogen sublattice. It is
determined by the isovalue in which the electron local-
ization function (ELF) of electrons centered on different
hydrogen atoms begin to overlap. Hf is the fraction of
hydrogen in the unit cell forming a network with overlap-
ping ELF from different hydrogen, and DOSH,rel(EF ) is
the relative contribution of hydrogen states to the den-
sity of states at EF . It has been established to reproduce
the computed isotropic Eliashberg Tc of hundreds of hy-
drides within ±60 K [43].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pm3m RH11X3Y Structure

We present first a simple model structure for quater-
nary hydrides, with the chemical formula RH11X3Y (Fig.
2). It is distinguished by a central RH11 unit with a typ-
ical ELF and PDOS illustrated using LuH11 as an exam-
ple in Fig. 2(c,d) surrounded by an X3Y ’cage’. In the
RH11X3Y model structure, the hydrogens are placed in
the positions they occupy in FCC RH3, except for the
1a Wyckoff position which may be occupied by hydrogen
or a Lewis base (N,P,O,S). The 3d Wyckoff positions are
also kept unspecified, but the intent for these atoms is to
stabilize the FCC lattice. Choices of X and Y are also
intended to make the X3Y cage inert such the chemical
bonding of the central RH11 unit (and therefore its su-
perconducting properties) is preserved. We explore the
effects of filling the X and Y positions and hole doping
in Fig. S5, finding that the addition of trivalent X atoms
typically leads to strong H bonding, bringing the hydro-

FIG. 2: Proposed RH11X3Y structures. (a) Struc-
tural parameters, (b) Visualization of the RH11X3Y unit
cell, (c) Example electron-localization-function (ELF) of
LuH11 at an isovalue of 0.55, (d) PDOS of the example
LuH11 showing metallic hydrogen states dominant at EF .

gen states far below EF . Hole-doping and filling Y=O
both result in hydrogen states dominating the DOS(EF ),
though not at the same magnitude as LuH11 [Fig. 2(d)].
These structures are simple enough to perform Eliash-
berg calculations for Tc, which we do below to further
justify the usage of the Tnet

c estimator for the more com-
plex structures.
We first note that the networking-value Tc estima-

tion formula [Eq. (1)] was found to be within ±60K
of isotropic Eliashberg Tc calculations for 300 hydrides
[43]. Calculations since then have verified its accuracy at
predicting Eliashberg Tcs for CaH6 (TEli

c : 236 K, Tnet
c :

264 K) [44] and Lu4H11N (TEli
c : 100 K, Tnet

c : 99 K)
[45]. To gauge the Tc estimation process with our calcu-
lations, we estimate using Eq. (1) that Fm3m LuH10 (see
Fig. S4) under 150 GPa (alat 4.91 Å) has Tc ≈ 339K
compared to the Eliashberg prediction of Tc = 289K for
Fm3m LuH10 under 175 GPa [45]. This shows reason-
able agreement between Eq. (1) and isotropic Eliashberg
calculations for hydrogen-dense materials. Additionally,
our LuH11 unit in Fig. 2 (alat 5.21 Å) is estimated to
have a Tnet

c of 266 K. Our hypothesis is that any struc-
ture with similar chemical tendencies as these RH11 units
would have a Tc in a similar range (266 K). We note the
similarity to the Tc range reported experimentally for
Lu-H-N [36].

1. Example - Lu4H11O

We choose for more extensive calculations the exam-
ple Pm3m Lu4H11O, shown in Fig. 3. Its DOS near EF

is dominated by hydrogen states, meaning its predicted
Tc should be higher than that of Lu4H11N [45]. We find
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FIG. 3: Electronic, structural, and superconducting
properties of Pm3m Lu4H11O. (a) Visualization of the
unit cell. (b) PDOS at 17 GPa. (c-d) Band structures
with and without +U, with the main differences high-
lighted. (e) DFPT calculated phonon dispersion, pre-
dicting strong softening of quite a few modes. (f) α2F (ω)
and integrated λ(ω) after convergence studies. (g) Fermi
surface, with colors indicating Fermi velocity. (h) Quasi-
particle density of states (QDOS) relative to the normal-
state DOS. (i) EPC λnk on the Fermi surface. (j) Su-
perconducting gap ∆nk projected onto the Fermi surface
indicating an s-wave gap.

through the ELF that the ϕcrit
net = 0.521. Thus using

Eq. (1) the networking value predicted Tnet
c = 130 K

(DFT+U quantities bring this Tc up to 140 K). It has
regions of flat electron bands 0.9 eV above EF (around
Γ) and 0.36 eV below EF (around X), and we note in-
creasing correlation effects via DFT+U (Ud = 5.5 on Lu)

FIG. 4: PDOS and Tnet
c of two more examples of using

the structural formula. (a) LuH11Ca3N, (b) CaH11Y3O.

can induce a Lifshitz transition (Figs. 3(c,d)). Density
functional perturbation theory calculations on a 4x4x4
q-point mesh indicate it is dynamically stable above 25
GPa [Fig. 3(e)], though we note harmonic DFT calcu-
lations can overestimate the pressure needed to stabilize
the cubic RH3 compounds by tens of GPa [46]. We used
the EPW code [47] to use Wannier functions to inter-
polate the electron-phonon matrix elements, with k/q
meshes of 323 and 163. The α2F (ω) leads to a large
integrated electron-phonon coupling of λ = 3 [Fig. 3(f)],
with an Allen-Dynes Tc of 90 K using µ = 0.10 [31].
We performed anisotropic Eliashberg calculations as im-
plemented in the EPW software [48]. We first show the
Fermi surface of Lu4H11O at 25 GPa [Fig. 3(g)] as well
as the quasiparticle DOS in the superconducting state at
various temperatures, illustrating the gap closure around
125 K [Fig. 3(h)]. The electron-phonon coupling λnk

and superconducting gap ∆nk at 50 K are projected on
the Fermi Surface and illustrate a band-dependent s-wave
gap structure [Fig. 3(i,j)]. Additional Fermi sheets shown
correspond to bands 3 eV below EF which nevertheless
contribute to the electron-phonon coupling. The gap clo-
sure around 125 K coincides with the Tc of 130 K pre-
dicted by Eq. (1). We note the electron-phonon coupling
increases if EF is reduced by 0.36 eV, coupled with an
increase in the size of the strongly-coupled Fermi sheet,
which increases Tc slightly and induces a multigap struc-
ture (not shown) like LaH10 [49]. While YH3 and Y2O3

are known to react to form cubic YHxOy [50], it is unclear
if synthesizing cubic Lu4H11O would be possible.

2. Other RH11X3Y Examples

Eliashberg calculations on Lu4H11N accounting for
quantum ZPM and thermal effects predict a Tc of 100 K
[45]. We confirm the Tc predictor [Eq. (1)] predicts 100
K for Lu4H11N [Fig. 4(a)], agreeing with the Eliashberg
calculations [45] despite the former being based purely
on electronic properties.

Figure 4 shows the PDOS of two other examples using
this first model structure (Fig. 2). Both LuH11Ca3O and
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CaH11Y3O have dominant DOSH(EF ) and end up hav-
ing similar Tnet

c despite the almost threefold difference
in their total DOStot(EF ). We emphasize this is due to
the observation that Tc is not correlated with the total
DOS(EF ) in hydrides, but the relative hydrogen contri-
bution [43].

As boron is known to attain the lowest known oxida-
tion state (B5−), we also explored Lu4H11B (Fig. S6)
and found an interesting flat band near EF of Lu-d,H-s,
and B-p character which remained under relaxation that
would likely lead to an instability of some kind. As its
predicted Tnet

c is below 200 K we did not look further at
Lu4H11B. We confirm there is no DFT+U dependence for
these results (the Fermi level properties do not change).

We note that ScN/YN [51] and YbN/TmN [52] have
electronic properties similar to LuN, and could therefore
play a similar role as LuN does in Lu8H23N [53] while
potentially stabilizing the FCC lattice. Such alloying for
stability purposes is explored in a computational study of
quaternary hydrides based on optimal sphere packing ra-
tios [17], finding new dynamically stable alloys confirmed
by phonon calculations. Such results can be combined
with our analysis to guide choices of X when using the
model structure in Fig. 2.

We have established that while the first model struc-
ture (Fig. 2) can result in hydrogen-dominant states at
EF , the magnitude of the DOS(EF ) is not comparable
to that of the core RH11 unit, and the DOSH,rel(EF )
ratio is not typically close to 1, which limits the achiev-
able Tnet

c (Eq. 1). On the other hand, we can build
on the RH11 subunit in the small Pm3m cell, preserving
its chemical properties by surrounding it with a charge-
inhomogeneous region to form a heterostructure. For ex-
ample, we can design a supercell in which charge is redi-
rected away from the X3Y cage surrounding the RH11

unit (Fig. 5) and the tetrahedral bonds to the X atoms
are weakened, to further emulate RH11.

B. Fm3m (RH11)2X6YZ Structure

Starting with the RH11X3Y structure (Fig. 2), we
place atoms next to the 3d-X [indicated by the arrows
in Fig. 5(a)] that will redirect the 3d-X electrons. This
leads to a picture [Fig. 5(b)] where the RH11 metallic hy-
drogen sublattice is surrounded by a stabilizing auxiliary
lattice that isolates its chemistry from the inner RH11

units. Such chemically inert regions are typically cho-
sen to be insulating or semiconducting, such as LuN. We
visualize and specify a model structure meeting these re-
quirements in Fig. 5(c,d). The blue regions indicate the
RH11 regions. We use this model first to contextualize
our previous work on Lu-H-N [37] before moving on to
other examples.

The Lu8H23N (A) [37] structure can be viewed as a
mostly-inert LuNxHy cage surrounding metallic units of
LuH11 that may be locally superconducting and become
phase-coherent by tunneling through the LuNxHy bar-

FIG. 5: Strategy for creating the (RH11)2X6YZ het-
erostructure that contains RH11 units by redirecting the
charge of X3Y layers of the simple model structure (Fig.
2) away from the RH11 units. (a) Visualization of ex-
tra charge brought by 3d-X atoms being redirected away
from the RH11 unit. (b) A depiction of an inert X6YZ
shell containing the RH11 unit. (c) Plot of (RH11)2X6YZ
using a similar coloring scheme as (b) to further illustrate
the concept. (d) The Wyckoff positions of the quaternary
heterostructure. The atoms in (c) are colored as: 24e-X
(red), 4a-Y (yellow), 4b-Z (white), and RH11 units (blue).

riers. This also explains why DFT+U has a large ef-
fect on this structure; since LuN requires DFT+U to
accurately describe its bandgap of 1.2 eV [52] (becom-
ing semimetallic without U), it is easy to see how the
LuNxHy cage depends sensitively on U. We also note

that the experimental lattice constant of LuN is 4.77 Å,
indicating that this LuNHx shell actually serves an auxil-
iary purpose of squeezing the inner LuH11 unit, providing
significant internal pressure. As the Lu8H23N (A) can be
viewed as LuH11 units stabilized by LuNxHy cages, with
a similar DOS(EF ) [37] as LuH11 [Fig. 2(d)], its Tc may
be comparable to the original LuH11 units, and there-
fore near 266 K. Using Wannier projections to determine
DOSH,rel(EF ), its Tc using Eq. (1) is 180 K, though the
error bar of 60 K [43] lets it approach the value estab-
lished experimentally [36].
Our second model structure (Fig. 5) is a heterostruc-

ture designed to preserve the hydrogen-dominated band
structure near EF of the core RH11 units, with the ap-
propriate choice of X,Y, and Z atoms. It has chemical
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formula (RH11)2X6YZ, where R is typically a 3+ atom in
the 8c position, X is an atom stabilizing the FCC RH11

lattice in the 24e position with x ≈ 0.25, and Y,Z in
the 4a/4b positions ensure the X atoms are inert with
respect to the RH11 lattice. The hydrogens occupy two
32f positions with x ≈ 0.875 and x ≈ 0.625 as well as
the 24d positions. Figure S7 shows four examples with-
out relaxing the structure from the parameters given in
Fig. 5(d). Their electronic properties suggest a high esti-
mated Tc in the 150-170 K range using Eq. (1). However,
these examples are unrelaxed so we do not quantify their
properties further.

The parameters in Fig. 5 are used as starting points
before a first-principles method (e.g. DFT) is used to fur-
ther relax the structure. We note the high symmetry of
the starting structure prevents certain relaxation path-
ways due to a cancellation of forces. If one breaks the
symmetry of the initial structure, DFT methods which
treat nuclei classically tend to move some hydrogen to
emulate adsorbed H2 and become insulating (see Sec. [SI]
for more details). However, DFT typically ignores vibra-
tional entropy and zero point energy, which can be a large
mitigating effect for such structural deformations in hy-
drides [54], and we indeed find quantum ZPM and ther-
mal effects anharmonically stabilize the high-symmetry
structure for (LuH11)2(Lu6NH) [53]. Similar stabiliza-
tion of high symmetry structures in hydrides by quan-
tum/thermal effects has been observed [26, 45, 46, 55].
Since such calculations are prohibitely expensive on large
supercells, the high symmetry initial structure provided
in Fig. 5 serves as a heuristic method to allow DFT re-
laxations to maintain the high symmetry encouraged by
quantum/thermal effects in these systems. We discuss
symmetry breaking of the hydrogen later in the context
of raising Tnet

c .
Large imaginary frequencies associated with hydrogen

displacements indicate substantial electron-phonon cou-
pling (EPC) [56], and we expect the model structures we
provide to commonly have such harmonic instabilities at
the DFT level. If quantum/thermal effects nevertheless
dynamically stabilize the structure, this provides a path-
way other than classical disorder [31] to realize the very
large EPC needed for room temperature superconductiv-
ity.

1. Example - (CaH11)2 Sc6NH

We start with an in-depth look at a particular exam-
ple of this model structure. Choosing R=Ca, X=Sc,
Y=N, and Z=H, we have (CaH11)2Sc6NH, succinctly
Sc0.75Ca0.25H2.875N0.125. These were chosen for stability
and superconductivity potential. In terms of stability,
the pressure needed to stabilize cubic ScH3 is predicted
to decrease significantly (to about 10 GPa) by 25-33%
Ca doping [32]. For superconductivity potential, CaHn≥6

has been explored as high-temperature superconductors
with CaH6 achieving a Tc of 215 K [57] and possibly

higher Tc for more hydrogen-rich compounds [58]. Ad-
ditionally, the idea has been put forward to dope CaH6

with rare earths to achieve even higher Tc [59, 60]. Fi-
nally, these ingredients meet good criteria for the het-
erostructure: ScN is semiconducting, the Sc atoms will
help stabilize the tetrahedral hydrogen in the CaH11 unit,
and the negative charge on N will tune the bonding ef-
fect of the Y atoms, bringing some tetrahedral hydrogen
states higher in energy to hybridize with the octahedral
hydrogen.
The electronic and phonon properties of

(CaH11)2Sc6NH at 20 GPa is shown in Fig. 6.
The PDOS shows multiple hydrogen-dominant peaks at
and surrounding EF , and the bandstructure illustrates
various places in the Brillouin Zone where these vHs
arise. This electronic structure is reminiscent of the
flat bands arising from the hydrogen-based sublattice
in Lu8H23N [53]. The ϕcrit

net = 0.585 in this system,
and so the estimated Tnet

c = 165 K. We note if you
remove the 4b-H or replace the nitrogen with oxygen,
the Tnet

c rises to 180 K (see Fig. S10). The imaginary
phonon frequencies at Γ indicate there may be a hy-
drogen position instability. To evaluate the likelihood
of quantum effects stabilizing this structure against
such an instability, we evaluate the anharmonicity
of the potential energy surface (PES) associated with
displacing the crystal along the corresponding dynamical
matrix eigenvector (visualized in the inset). We define
the number of hydrogen strongly displaced in the mode
to be all hydrogen whose displaced distance is more
than Dmax/6, where Dmax is the maximum distance a
hydrogen is displaced. We see the maximum energy gain
is 7 meV/hydrogen at an average hydrogen displacement
of 0.22 Å. While this energy gain likely increases with
DFT+U or when pressure is decreased as in Lu8H23N
[53], the instability is reasonably likely to be cured due to
quantum/thermal effects. In Fig. S8 we show examples
of ground state densities in the presence of anharmonic
potentials; potentials can be surprisingly anharmonic
while still favoring a centered wavefunction. We note
that as the well is deepened (from i.e. lower pressure)
the octahedral hydrogen are expected to transition from
high symmetry positions to distorted positions, with a
regime in between where spectroscopic signatures are
broadened due to quantum ZPM. This interpretation is
supported by high-pressure studies of ScH3 [61].
Supposing the structure does distort, we investigate

the electronic properties of the distorted structure and
find that the hydrogen DOS has not changed much (con-
sistent with the low energy gain from distortion; also see
Fig. S9), yet something remarkable has occurred: the
hydrogen displacements have massively improved the hy-
drogen sublattice connectivity (as measured by ϕnet

iso from
the ELF), with Hoct-Htet distances decreasing from 2 Å
to 1.74 Å. This is reflected in a large increase of the
ϕnet
iso = 0.695. Such H-H distances have recently been

observed in other metal hydrides [62, 63]. It is possible
that this symmetry-breaking of the octahedral hydrogen
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FIG. 6: Electronic and vibrational properties of Sc6Ca2H23N at 20 GPa.

enhancing Tc is a more general phenomenon, and may
in fact responsible for the high Tc reported in N-doped
LuH3 [36].

Other choices of Y,Z on the electronic properties of
(CaH11)2Sc6YZ can also enhance Tnet

c . We show the
electronic structure at ambient conditions of a few per-
mutations in Figure S10. At ambient pressures it appears
Tnet

c is highest with Y=N and Z being unoccupied. We
note that the Sc0.75Ca0.25 system is typically only ex-
pected to support a hydrogen content of H2.75 in ambient
conditions, giving particular importance to this example.

2. Other (RH11)2X6YZ Examples

We illustrate two more examples using other elements
in Fig. 7. Tnet

c = 165 K in (MgH11)2Y6HO and an
anomalously high Tnet

c = 200 K in (LaH11)2Mg6OH. The
electronic properties of these and ten other examples are
shown in Fig. S11. We also list the lattice constant used
(from PBE-level relaxations), the critical hydrogen net-
working isovalue ϕnet

iso from the ELF, the U-value used
(bottom row) and Tnet

c . We again note Tnet
c only repro-

duces TEli
c within ±60 K [43]. We order the examples in

Fig. S11 by estimated Tc.
We see that all twelve examples in Fig. S11 have hydro-

gen states dominant at EF , which correlates with high Tc

hydride superconductivity [43]. We note that Hf in Eq.

FIG. 7: Structure and predicted Tnet
c of (MgH11)2Y6HO

and (LaH11)2Mg6OH.

(3) is nearly constant for all of our examples due to the
small variance in hydrogen composition. Therefore, the
only remaining parameter to try and optimize within this
set is ϕnet

iso in order to maximize Tc. Using this metric, we
find the highest ϕnet

iso values in the (RH11)2(Mg6OH) sys-
tems, with a corresponding networking-value Tc of 200
K. For R=La the high ϕnet

iso responsible for this is at-
tributed to hydrogens tetrahedrally oriented with respect
to Mg bending away from the oxygen atoms and forming
a body-centered cubic hydrogen cage (Fig. S15), with
H-H distance 1.964Å between cube edges and 1.692Å be-
tween the vertices and the central H atom. Such small
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FIG. 8: Properties of (YLiH22)(Y6NH), with lattice constant 10.1 Å. The ϕnet
iso increases to 0.61 due to the 24g-H

compressing toward the 4d-Y upon Li doping. The networking-value Tc we obtain using the Quantum Espresso
projections is 185 K, but increases to 220 K if we use the DOSH at EF+0.3 eV.

H-H distances have also been observed in some inter-
metallic hydrides [63]. For R=Sc, the hydrogen cubic
cage does not form, but the smaller lattice constant ap-
pears to make up for it in terms of high ϕnet

iso values. Un-
fortunately, a stability analysis (Sec. SI-A 4 a) indicates
(LaH11)2Mg6OH is dynamically unstable. However, we
note the ternary system (LuH11)2Lu6HN was found to be
dynamically stable at ambient pressures when consider-
ing quantum effects [53]. We further discuss the stability
of compounds with this model structure in Sec. SI-A 4.

Structures with dominant hydrogen states at EF

are often obtained by choosing R=Sc/Y/La/Lu, X =
Li/Na/Mg/Ca/Sr/Al/Ga/In, Y = H/O/S/N/P, and Z
= H. We discuss some common trends in Sec. SI-A 1
and examples where this model structure fails to produce
hydrogen-dominant DOS(EF ) in Sec. SI-A 2. We discuss
in Sec. SI-A 3 the interesting case of swapping the role of
the R and X atoms resulting again in hydrogen-dominant
states at EF .
While Tnet

c is generally higher for these examples than
our first model structure RH11X3Y, we saw relaxation
along instability pathways can in fact raise Tnet

c through
large increases in ϕnet

iso . Coupled with a desire to further
tune the doping of the rare earth elements, we propose
our last model structure, designed to increase ϕnet

iso .

C. F43m (R1H11)(R
2H11)X6YZ Structure

We propose a structure with symmetry breaking of the
8c-R atoms of our previous model structure, which we
capture with the formula (R1H11)(R

2H11)(X6YZ), where
X is a rare earth atom, and R1, R2 are other electron-
donating metal atoms (possibly the same as X). The
Wyckoff positions are summarized in Fig. 1. The no-
table change is that this choice purposefully enhances
symmetry breaking of the 24d-H positions in the het-
erostructure. Those hydrogen atoms are observed to shift
to either R1 or R2 (typically whichever has more valence
electrons). In Fig. 1(right) we visualize the symmetry
breaking hydrogens (red) as closer towards the 4d-R2

atoms.
We use this generalization of the Fm3m (RH11)2X6YZ

to simulate 12.5% doping of ternary R8H23N structures,
which involves choosing X = R2 = a rare earth, and R1 a
dopant atom. The doping ratio for this heterostructure
is consistent with markedly improved stability properties
of FCC RH3 (see next section).

1. Doping R8H23N

We begin with the interesting electronic structure of
Lu8H23N (A) [37] and investigate replacing Lu with Sc,Y.
Cell relaxation was performed and the resulting PDOS
and electronic properties are compared in Fig. S17. U-
values were chosen by performing DFT+U calculations
on the rare earth nitrides and adjusting Ud to match
the indirect band gaps to experiment [51]. For Y8H23N,
while the flat hydrogen band is still present near EF , the
larger lattice constant results in a smaller ϕnet

iso , lowering
the estimated Tc. For Sc8H23N the much smaller lat-
tice constant leads to a higher ϕnet

iso but the Scd orbitals
hybridizing with the Fermi level leads to more charge
screening of the negative nitrogen atoms. This brings
hydrogen states below EF and weakens the flatness of
the hydrogen band.
Given that doping of YH3 assists in stabilizing the

FCC phase [28, 64–66], we investigate the effects of sub-
stituting some R=[Sc,Y] atoms in R8H23N with alkali
and alkali earth atoms. An analysis of doping on the
superconducting properties of FCC ScH3/YH3 predicts
Tc increases up to 90 K [32]. Li-doping of RHx investi-
gated previously finds Tc up to 242 K at high pressures
[67]. Computational studies of the Y-Ca-H system also
found high Tc candidates at high pressures [68]. Here we
investigate Li, Na, and Mg doping in Sc8H23N, and Li,
Mg, and Ca doping in Y8H23N. We start with the parent
structure in Fig. 1(right) using X=Sc/Y,R1=D (dopant),
R2=Sc/Y, Y=H,Z=N, with the R1 position occupied by
either a dopant D=Li/Mg/Ca or Sc/Y for lower dopant
concentrations.
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2. Example: (YH11)(LiH11)Y6HN

A representative example of the F43m model struc-
ture [Fig. 1(right)] is (YH11)(LiH11)Y6HN (or
Y0.875Li0.125H2.875N0.125), which has a lattice constant
of 10.1 Å whose stoichiometry is similar to an experi-
mentally stable cubic structure Y0.9Li0.1H2.8 [69]. Fig-
ure 8 illustrates its electronic and vibrational proper-
ties via DFT and frozen phonon calculations [70]. As
in previous examples, the DOSH(EF ) is high and dom-
inant, with contributions from all hydrogen, though the
largest contribution is from the 4b-H. The band struc-
ture illustrates a propensity of vHs near EF , as well as
flat band regions 0.3 eV below and 1.1 eV above EF .
Though the phonons at ambient reveal imaginary modes,
we perform an anharmonicity analysis as done previ-
ously for (CaH11)2Sc6NH (Fig. 6). Here we find the
double well expected at this point, though for this com-
pound/pressure it is now deeper than that for Lu8H23N
[53] and (CaH11)2Sc6NH. As designed, the symmetry-
broken octahedral hydrogen improve the connectivity of
the hydrogen sublattice, increasing ϕnet

iso to 0.6 (note our
record of ϕnet

iso for Y-based hydrides using the previous
structure was 0.55; see Fig. S11). This increases Tnet

c

to 185 K, which may be increased by pressure and fur-
ther fine-tuning of doping. Given the deeper double well
potential, the structure is quite likely to distort. The
distortion features octahedral hydrogen bending towards
tetrahedral hydrogen, so it would undoubtedly increase
ϕnet
iso further. We note the double well’s depth goes from

-20 meV/hydrogen to -5 meV/hydrogen upon compres-
sion by 5 GPa, indicating pressure will likely tune a hy-
drogen sublattice transition.

3. Other (R1H11)(R
2H11)X6YZ Examples

(YH11)(CaH11)Y6HN has a comparatively modest ϕnet
iso

of 0.56 and Tnet
c of 180 K [Fig. S12]. We proceed with Sc-

based examples, as the reduced lattice constant generally
favors high ϕnet

iso . Our remaining examples involve doping
Sc8H23N to form F43m Sc7[Li,Na,Mg]H23N. The PDOS,
lattice constants, ϕnet

iso , and Tc estimates are shown in
Fig. 9. Behavior similar to Li-doped Y8H23N occurs with
H shifting towards the 4d-Sc Wyckoff positions. This
change coupled with the smaller lattice constant of the
FCC ScH3 parent structure leads to large ϕnet

iso due to
the robust hydrogen network that forms around the 4d-
Sc positions. The Tc estimates of 185-230 K for these
structures illustrate the power of combining both nitro-
gen and alkali metal dopants with this heterostructure
design. We did briefly investigate replacing N with S,
and found F43m Sc7MgH23S is insulating but with a
high ϕnet

iso = 0.655. Hole-doping, for example with fur-
ther Mg (perhaps using Fm3m (MgH11)2Sc6SH) would
create a metal with hydrogen-dominant states. As the
highest predicted Tnet

c so far comes from cubic (Mg,N)-
doped ScH3, we note Mg and Sc form cubic alloys [71]

FIG. 9: PDOS, ϕnet
iso and Tc estimates of Sc7LiH23N and

Sc7NaH23N with and without USc−d = 5.0 eV, and of
Sc7MgH23N with U.

and in fact have been studied as hydrogen storage mate-
rials [72, 73].

D. Discussion

In the search for hydride superconductors with very
high Tc, a complicating factor is the necessity to include
quantum zero-point motion/energy and thermal effects.
Without such effects, DFT-based approaches often over-
estimates structural instabilities for high Tc hydrides. In
fact, Tc tends to be highest when the system is closest
to structural transitions [74] (and where DFT methods
can fail). Another complicating factor for first princi-
ples searches is that of metastability; it may prove suffi-
cient for experimental purposes to produce a metastable
superconductor (so long as its lifetime is measured in
months or years), yet such structures would be discarded
in many computational structure searches. We therefore
take a different approach and design complex hydride
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heterostructures with the intent of producing electronic
properties that correlate with high Tc [43]. We use FCC
RH3 as the parent structure, as these structures have
high EPC and typically distort away from FCC, but can
be stabilized at ambient pressures in a variety of ways
[29, 30, 32, 64].

We have proposed three successively more complex
model hydride structures with predicted Tnet

c maximized
by having hydrogen-dominant states at EF and a strongly
connected hydrogen sublattice as measured by ϕnet

iso . The
three models exhibit increased flexibility for tuning sta-
bility and Tc relative to binary and ternary systems. Ex-
amples within each model structure are candidate high
Tc superconductors that are potentially stable near am-
bient pressure and therefore deserve careful experimental
and additional theoretical study.

Compounds based on the first and simplest model
structure show moderate promise in producing
ternary/quaternary hydride superconductors with
Tc in the 100-150 K range. Moreover, we suggest that
some of these structures may be stable at ambient
pressures. The second and third model structures of
quaternary hydrides have enough flexibility to optimize
the parameters going into the Tnet

c estimator, which we
use to generate examples with upper estimated Tnet

c s
up to 220-230 K at ambient or near-ambient pressures
when accounting for possible hydrogen distortions. We
note again Tnet

c only reproduces Tc from Eliashberg
calculations within ±60 K, so these examples may in
fact have Tc exceeding 280 K. As discussed in the SI, it
may be necessary to apply a hydrogen gas pressure for
some of the realizations of these model structures, but
it is unclear from our calculations if only a moderate
pressure is needed.

We use the second model structure to better under-
stand Lu8H23N (A) studied by us previously [37]. As we
show elsewhere [53], this structure is dynamically stable
at 2.2 GPa when quantum zero-point motion is included,
and the flat hydrogen bands are stable against several
types of defects, so long as the core LuH11 units are left
undisturbed. We present a third model structure which
in theory can represent complexity higher than quater-
nary hydrides, we limit ourselves to the quaternary case
by analyzing the doping of [Sc/Y]8H23N structures. We
find that Li,Na,Mg and Ca doping can enhance the esti-
mated Tc of these compounds and the model structure
presented here allows hydrogen relaxation to increase
ϕnet
iso . This doping increases Tnet

c from R8H23N by 40-50
K. As it is known experimentally [28, 64] and theoreti-
cally [32] that 10-20% alkali/alkali earth doping stabilizes
the FCC phases of [Y,Sc]H3, we find it likely that these
doped [Sc,Y]8H23N examples with extremely high pre-
dicted Tc are synthesizable and stable (perhaps at ≤ 10
GPa for the Sc-based structures). Ball milling[29] and
quenching[30] may also play a role in the stabilization
of the doped cubic phases discussed here. We note arti-
ficial nanostructures with high Tc have been created in
cuprates [75] indicating the plausibility of synthesizing

heterostructures following our model structures.
In summary, our model structures constrain the struc-

tural/compositional space of doped RH3 to that of struc-
tures with high predicted Tc, which may enable large
structure searches (perhaps aided with AI/ML tech-
niques) to efficiently identify quaternary hydrides with
the highest Tc. We end by remarking that it is com-
pelling that the highest predicted Tc using our method-
ology comes from (Mg,N)-doped ScH3, which features
both Ashcroft’s proposal for hydrogen-dominant metallic
alloys [22] and Feynman’s guess that the highest temper-
ature superconductor would be Sc-based [76].
This research was supported by the NSF (DMR-

2104881, R.H.) 303 and DOE-NNSA through the
Chicago/DOE Alliance Center (DE-NA0003975; A.D.,
R.H.), and NSF SI2-SSE Grant 1740112 (H.P.).
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FIG. S1: PDOS calculated for three examples using
R=Lu. One uses X=Sr, Y=N, Z=H (left), another
uses X=Ti, Y=Z=C (middle), and the last uses X=Yb,
Y=O,Z=H (right).

Appendix SI-A: Additional Information about
Model Structure (RH11)2X6YZ

1. DOS Trends & DFT+U Dependence

A trend can be seen for some of the compositions seen
in Figures S11 and S14. There is a common shape to
the DOS near EF , highlighted for four examples in Fig.
S13. This is encouraging, as it illustrates the chemistry is
similar among different compositions. In particular, this
electronic structure is associated with the quantum in-
terference caused by the Lewis base (N,O,S,P), as shown
in our work on Lu8H23N [77].
Out of the examples shown, we found only significant

dependence on U for the cases involving rare earth ni-
tride/oxide units in the auxiliary cages of the model
structures. This is expected, as for example the rare
earth nitrides’ semiconducting properties severely change
with U using PBE with PAW pseudopotentials [52], go-
ing from a bandgap of ∼ 0.1 eV to ∼ 1 eV (the latter
being the experimental bandgap).

2. Counterexamples

It is important to understand that the model structures
discussed in the main text do not guarantee a hydrogen-
dominant DOS(EF ), and that some care must be taken
in choosing the components. We show three such poor
choices for the second model structure (all with R=Lu) in
Fig. S1. The first example using X=Sr,Y=N,Z=H (left)
has a weakly dominant hydrogen DOS, and the minimum
in the DOS(EF ) implies a lower Tc. The DOS maxima
are above EF ; typically we find one can resolve this dop-
ing problem by pairing atoms corresponding to ionic in-
sulators (i.e. II-VI, III-VI, rare earth nitrides, etc). In
fact, insulating units for choices of X,Y tends to make the
auxiliary cage inert. For example, the X=Ti,Y=Z=C ex-
ample (middle) features a Ti-d dominated DOS(EF ) be-
cause the carbon does not gap the Ti; in fact TiC is not
insulating. In the last example, we used a cubic semi-
conductor YbO to choose X=Yb, Y=O,Z=H. However,
the unfilled f-shell in Yb participates at EF . This can
be understood as the YbO bandgap for thin films is only

0.25 eV [78], making it likely that the H/Lu environment
hybridizes with the YbO units to eliminate the bandgap.
Generally it appears wise to avoid compounds with un-
filled f-shells. These counterexamples help inform us that
only charge transfer or hole-doping alone does not yield
the desired electronic structure.

3. Model Structure (RH11)2X6YZ Inversion

We compute the effect of ’inverting’ the structural mo-
tif of an RH11 unit protected by an X6YZ cage shown
in Fig. 5 by swapping the roles of the R and X atoms,
visualized in Fig. S16. The PDOS of (CaH11)2(Y6OH)
looks like an electron-doped version of (YH11)2(Ca6OH)
despite the fact that the oxygen atoms are now near Y
instead of Ca. Charge transfer from yttrium to oxygen
now occurs, and while YO is not known to be insulat-
ing, several (Y,H,O) compounds are insulating. However,
we note the ELF hydrogen networking isovalue ϕnet

iso de-
creases from 0.53 to 0.49 upon this swap, which lowers
the estimated Tc by ≈ 50 K to a range of 150− 225 K.

4. Stability

We believe the best choices stability-wise for the cubic
structure involve using well-known cubic semiconduct-
ing/insulating combinations where X also forms cubic
alloys with R, such as RXY = YCaO/ScAlN. As an illus-
trative counterexample, if we choose R=Lu and X=Na,
the two are not known to form a cubic alloy, even though
the Lu, Na radii are similar. We indeed find RXYZ =
LuNaH2 [equivalent to Fig. 4(b)] using the above struc-
ture is not even metastable. However, we have found
doping some examples such as (ScH11)2 (Mg4 Li2 NH)
results in hydrogen-dominant states at EF with only a
moderate tetragonal distortion away from cubic.
We note that quaternary hydride structures based on

dense sphere packings were studied in Ref. [17], which
have FCC-like packings of the large metal atoms but the
locations of the hydrogen atoms differ from the struc-
ture presented in this work. Their ScY2CaH12 exam-
ple had a hydrogen-dominant DOS and was found to be
dynamically stable at ambient conditions with a com-
puted Tc of 5.7 K. This low Tc despite the large hydro-
gen DOS is attributed to the large lattice constant and
small electron-phonon coupling. Its enthalpy was found
to be 78.6 meV/atom higher than that of the decompo-
sition into ScH3, 2YH3, CaH2, and 0.5 H2. Considering
the computed Tc of FCC LuH3 is much higher at ≈ 30
K despite a much lower DOS [25, 33, 45], we can infer
the electron-phonon coupling associated with the hydro-
gen configuration in FCC RH3 (R=Sc,Y,La,Lu) is large,
which in large part motivates the usage of FCC RH3 as
a parent structure.
a. Caveat - Hydrogen Stability It is possible that

DFT-level relaxations may lead to the hydrogen forming
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H2 molecules, especially if the stabilizing X elements do
not generally form XH3. We find this instability to occur
for the LuNa3H12 case considered in Fig. 4(b) even when
starting from the high-symmetry initial structure. If we
perturb the initial structure away from its high-symmetry
starting point, many (RH11)2(X6YZ) examples also ap-
pear to suffer this instability. However, quantum and
thermal effects can metastabilize such structures. Com-
putational tools such as the SSCHA[55] have confirmed
this to occur for (LuH11)2(Lu6NH) [79] which we con-
firm suffers the same DFT-level instability towards H2

molecule formation when perturbed away from the high-
symmetry structure. We note such instabilities are likely
occurring in La[H,D]3−δ (which have multiple specific
heat jumps in between 230-270 K) [80–83].

However, there is the matter of thermodynamic sta-
bility - if these compositions can support the amount of
hydrogen suggested in the model structures at ambient
conditions rather than some hydrogen decomposing into
H2 gas. For example, MgxSc1−x alloys are known to
hydrogenate as MgxSc1−xH3−x[72]. This pattern holds
true for R=La as well[84]. While charged defects (which
the X,Y,Z atoms can play the role of) can support ad-
sorbed hydrogen[85, 86], it is unclear if this would mean-
ingfully increase the hydrogen storage capacity in bulk
(RH11)2(X6YZ). Zero-point effects can be quite impor-
tant for such calculations [87]. We note Fm3m MgH3

requires 100 GPa to stabilize [88].
The thermodynamic stability of such compositions

with respect to hydrogen content would be ensured if
both R and X are known to support [R/X]H3 phases at
ambient pressures/temperatures.

a. Harmonic Phonons of Two Examples

In this section we discuss the two examples in Fig. S11
with the highest predicted Tc, ([La/Sc]H11)2(Mg6OH).
The most relevant question for applications concerns
whether or not these structures are dynamically stable
at ambient pressures. While DFT does not account for
temperature or quantum nuclear effects (which are large
for hydrogen), it is still the most computationally feasible
method for studying the vibrational properties of such a
large cell. We use the phonopy[70] package to compute
the harmonic phonons at Γ using the finite displacement
method and plot the resulting phonon density of states.

In both cases studied in Fig. S2 there are predom-
inantly hydrogen based modes that indicate instabili-
ties (frequencies below zero). It is difficult to evaluate
whether these hydrogen modes are truly unstable or not,
due to their large quantum zero point motion and an-
harmonic corrections. In particular, systems with large
electron-phonon coupling typically are unstable both to
structural distortions and superconductivity. Extremely
large electron-phonon coupling usually prefers the struc-
tural distortions [89], although the structural instabilities
can be suppressed by disorder [31] and quantum nuclear

FIG. S2: Top: Atom-resolved phonon density of states
(phDOS) in ambient conditions for (RH11)2(Mg6OH)
for R=Sc/La. There are four unique hydrogen atoms
which we do not distinguish further for simplicity’s sake,
but both octahedral and tetrahedral hydrogen partici-
pate in the unstable modes below 0 frequency. The
simple acoustic sum rule (ASR) was used. Bottom:
Collective-mode reaction-coordinate DFT analysis of the
([La/Sc]H11)2(Mg6OH) phonon mode with largest imag-
inary phonon frequency. The amplitude of modulation
is also translated to approximate Angstroms moved per
H atom by averaging H displacements. The full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) is plotted from previous work
on Lu8H23N (A) [To be submitted] indicating the amount
of quantum zero point motion of a typical hydrogen.

effects [45, 46].
We find the PBEsol functional for the phonon calcula-

tions does not change the results.

b. Anharmonicity Analysis

Despite the instabilities predicted by the harmonic
phonon analysis above, it is possible that quantum zero
point motion of the hydrogen atoms can stabilize the
high-symmetry structure. This has been verified for some
hydrides using the SSCHA method [46, 90]. In order to
investigate this possibility, we perform a collective-mode
reaction-coordinate analysis of the most unstable modes
(largest imaginary part) of ([La/Sc]H11)2(Mg6OH). In a
related work on Fm3m Lu8H23N [91], this same analysis
showed the instability to be very weak, which we argued
would be easily stabilized by quantum zero point motion
effects.
The results for ([La/Sc]H11)2(Mg6OH) are shown in

Fig. S2, where the FWHM is displayed for hydrogen
displacements from SSCHA data on Fm3m Lu8H23N, in-
dicating the size of quantum zero point motion for a typ-
ical hydrogen atom in that system. The energy saved
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along the reaction coordinates is much larger than that
in Lu8H23N, and amplitude of the energy minimum is
also much larger. The biggest differences in the La/Sc
cases are that more of the hydrogen atoms contribute
to DOS(EF ) and that some octahedral hydrogen states
end up with < 1 electron on average, likely due to the
hole-doping effect of X=Mg. It is possible that electron-
doping these examples would weaken these anharmonic-
ities.

If we begin a relaxation from the minima outlined in
Fig. S2, the hydrogen appear to disassociate from their
positions and form H2 molecules. Since LaMg3 is ex-
perimentally known to typically only hydrogenate up to
LaMg3H9[84], it is possible a configuration with a higher
R:Mg ratio is needed to sustain the high hydrogen den-
sity. In other words, we may want explore options with
X = La/Sc and merely doping X ′=Mg.

5. Doping

While the parent structures/composition discussed in
the main text are fairly flexible, our list of examples
in Fig. S11 motivates a desire to account for doping
due to the preponderance of large DOS peaks close to
EF . Electron/hole doping would be useful to tune EF

closer to a peak to maximize Tc, and isovalent doping
with atoms of different sizes (i.e. La → Sc) can help
tune stability of the metal lattice and lattice constant,
which can indirectly affect the electronic structure. For
example, we note that the primary difference between
(LaH11)2(Mg6OH) and ([Y/Sc]H11)2(Mg6OH) is the
lattice constant. The shrinking of the lattice constant
of (LaH11)2(Mg6OH) leads to isolated hydrogen states
more easily forming a metallic network, whose hybridiza-
tion increases the hydrogen bandwidth, leading to the
lower hydrogen DOS(EF ) in the R=Sc,Y cases.
We therefore generalize the formula to include doping

of the various parts of the formula:

Doped Formula = (R1−xR
′
xH11)2(X6−nX

′
nY1−γY

′
γZ1−δZ

′
δ)

. The elements with a tick mark indicate the dopants,
which are to be put in the same location as the parent
atom.

Let us present an example of using such a formula.
Going back to our (Y H11)2(Mg6OH) example. If we
wish to tune the lattice constant and hydrogen distances,
we can go about this in various ways:

• Replace some O with S (Y’ = S), increasing the
lattice constant of the Mg6O units on average.

• Replace some Mg with Ca (X’=Ca), increasing the
overall lattice constant of the entire system more
uniformly on average and increasing the thermody-
namic stability of hydrogen in the system.

• Replace some Y with La (R’=La), increasing the
size of the RH11 units on average.

On the other hand, if we wanted to electron-dope
(Y H11)2(Mg6OH) to tune EF to approach the DOS peak
0.2 eV above EF , we could accomplish this in multiple
ways, with various pros and cons:

• Replace some O with H (Y’=H). The cons are that
oxygen presence is vital to the tetrahedral hydro-
gen states at EF , and that this may decrease the
thermodynamic stability of the system since MgH3

is thermodynamically unstable.

• Replace some Mg with Y/Sc (Y’=Y/Sc), leading
to more electrons in the system. The cons are that
this may lead to a distortion of the cubic cell, which
may interfere with the metallic hydrogen sublattice
chemistry.

• Replace some Y with Zr/Ce, which both may help
electron-dope the system but risks weakening the
superconductivity associated with the RH11 units.

• Replace some N/P with O/S in any systems using
N/P.

If we wanted to hole-dope any of the above systems,
we could go about it multiple ways:

• Replace some octahedral H with O/N/S/P (Z’
= O/N/S/P). This risks forming O/N/S/P metal
states which would interfere with the quantum in-
terference phenomena raising DOSH(EF ).

• Replace some R with a normally 2+ oxidation state
element (e.g. R’ = Mg/Ca/Sr). This risks reducing
the number of superconducting RH11 units.

• Replace some O/S with N/P in any systems using
O/S.

Many of the electron/hole-doping examples listed
above have cons, but should accomplish the desired dop-
ing without severely changing the electronic and stability
properties if done in small quantities. An example of this
is shown in Fig. S14 where we show how the electronic
structure of YH11)2(Ca6OH) remains unchanged aside
from tuning EF when electron doping with a pure elec-
tron (a), an additional Yttrium atom (b), or hole doping
by replacing one of the 4b hydrogen with O. A larger
amount of electron doping is necessary to tune EF to
the flat band in (LaH11)2(Sr6SH) at 0.7 eV above EF ,
requiring four extra electrons. This result suggests that
one should try simulating (LaH11)2(Sr2La4SH) (choosing
X’=La,n=4). As one can see, there are many tuning pa-
rameters in optimizing the electronic and structural prop-
erties for the best superconducting Tc and ideal stability
properties. We leave more analyses of doping effects for
future work.

Appendix SI-B: Methods

We performed DFT calculations primarily with the
Quantum Espresso software package [40]. The SSSP
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database [92] was used to vet pseudopotentials for con-
vergence of the computed pressure, phonon frequencies,
and formation energies. Accordingly, we chose rare earth
pseudopotentials from Ref. [52], and the pslibrary
pseudopotentials for most other elements [93]. We re-
laxed systems from the starting points in Fig. 1 using
DFT-PBE which generally maintained high symmetry
due to the symmetric starting point. Each relaxed struc-
ture had remaining forces under 1e-5 Ry/Bohr, and en-
ergy differences were under 1e-5 Ry. We did not relax
structures again for the DFT+U calculations, as DFT+U
typically worsens lattice parameter agreement when it
corrects for electronic structure [94].

We used wavefunction plane-wave cutoffs of 90-100 Ry
for the structures and charge density cutoffs of 360-400
Ry. We generally used tight k-meshes corresponding to
0.13 Å−1, but did convergence tests with more k-points as
needed. We also used the optimized tetrahedron method
[95] to evaluate the DOS. The VESTA code [96] was used
for the visualizations of the ELF and ILDOS. ILDOS cal-
culations performed integrations within a range of 5meV
around EF . We used Quantum Espresso’s default atomic
projections for the PDOS calculations. We also per-
formed comparisons of the PBE functional with the vdW-
DF3-opt2 functional [97] for some of the calculations and
saw no meaningful changes.

We performed DFT+U calculations with the U-values
recommended in Ref. [93], which vetted the pseudopo-
tentials and U-values with calculations on rare earth ni-
trides using the same codes and functional we use. We
confirmed independently U-values for YN and ScN to
match indirect band gaps. The ideal U-value is not tied
to the atom, and in principle it should be structure-
dependent. Nevertheless, we use a fixed U-value as it
is generally difficult to find the ideal U-value for each
structure, but U-dependence of the results are investi-
gated. Ref. [52] also recommends U=5.5 eV for Luf
electrons but use of this value did not significantly change
the electronic properties near EF .
Because we are using the networking-value Tc

estimator[43], we perform DFT calculations using
Quantum Espresso [40] at the PBE level[98] to match
the calculations used to create the networking-value Tc

estimator, as using other functionals would invalidate the
usage of the estimator. We use the ϕnet

iso computed for
nspin=1, U=0 as those are the parameters used to es-
tablish the estimator [43]

Appendix SI-C: Interface Superconductivity

Here we discuss further how the heterostructure de-
signs we have implemented tie in to interface supercon-
ductivity. We focus on the Lu8H23N stoichiometry but
emphasize much of the below discussion generalizes to the
model structures/stoichiometries considered in the main
text.

In the context of Lu8H23N (A) [37], nitrogen doping

FIG. S3: Top: A model of the interface between Fm3m
LuH3 and LuN1−xHy (top) illustrating how the altered
charge dynamics at the interface results in certain hy-
drogen/lutetium atoms being closer to neutral charge (H
atoms around 1.05-1.1 electrons) which begins to ’prep’
a superhydride phase. Bottom: A bi-interface which ap-
plies these charge inhomogeneities on either side of FCC
LuH3, leading to the formation of units of LuH3 which
chemically act more like LuH10+x.

produces LuNH2 units where the nitrogen preferentially
ionically bonds with Lu, with hydrogen losing charge and
weakening the LuH bonds. This causes the hydrogen
to instead hybridize with each other to form a metallic
hydrogen sublattice, generally surrounding the Lu atoms,
forming H11−n ’cages’ around Lu. This ensures all the
hydrogen atoms in the LuH11 units are contributing to
the hydrogen metallic network.
This implies that interfaces between regions with ni-

trogen doping and those without will have metallic hy-
drogen sublattices. In LaAlO33/SrTiO3 and related het-
erostructures, superconductivity similarly is induced on
the interface due to polarization effects [99–101]. In the
case of FeSe/SrTiO3, Tc is enhanced dramatically[102].
We visualize such heterostructure form for Lu8H23N

(A) in Fig. S3. Due to the strong LuN bonding, tetra-
hedral hydrogen instead bond with surrounding hydro-
gens. This allows the hydrogens on the interface to form
metallic bonds with LuH3 within the LuH3 layer, lead-
ing to units of LuH3 which instead chemically are similar
to the superhydride state. As shown in the bottom of
Fig. S3, this effect is enhanced when the LuH3 layer is
surrounded on two sides. However, we believe this effect
is strongest in small units of LuH3 surrounded by the
LuN1−xHy layers (with optimal choice of x,y), as is the
case in Lu8H23N (A), which is partially why Lu8H23N
(A) is capable of generating a DOS(EF ) which is compa-
rable to that of LuH11.
We note that the transition widths observed in the

experiments on Lu-H-N [35, 36] are very small, similar
to Josephson junctions of cuprates [103]. It is possible
that regions of Lu-H-N which are under/overdoped (with
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FIG. S4: Computed PDOS of Fm3m LuH10 at 150 GPa.

FIG. S5: PDOS with U=7.5 eV of Pm3m Lu4H11 (a),
Lu4H11-2+ (b), and Lu4H11O (c).

varying H,N densities) may still serve as bridges between
superconducting regions, as we note in the cuprates there
is a giant proximity effect of SNS junctions [104, 105]
(with N a underdoped cuprate whose thickness exceeding
the coherence length).

FIG. S6: PDOS of Lu4H11B with DFT+U, U=7.5 eV.
There is a flat band at EF of hybridized character which
persists upon relaxation of the unit cell.

FIG. S7: The PDOS calculated for (a) (ScH11)2(Lu6NH)
with alat 4.85Å, (b) (LuH11)2(Sr6HS) with alat
5.1Å, (c) (LuH11)2(Zn6HO) with alat 4.9Å, and (d)
(YH11)2(Ca6OH) with alat 5.18Å
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FIG. S8: Computed ground state (ground) and excited state densities (yellow, purple) for a variety of anharmonic
potentials in the 1D Schrodinger equations.

FIG. S9: PDOS of (CaH11)Sc6NH resolved into the unique types of hydrogen in the system. The 24d-hydrogen, 4b
hydrogen, and tetrahedral hydrogen all contribute nontrivially to DOS(EF ), before and after the structural distortion
(see main text).
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FIG. S10: PDOS of (CaH11)Sc6YZ for various Y,Z, and their associated Tnet
c
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FIG. S11: The PDOS calculated for twelve quaternary
hydride compositions using the formula discussed in the
text. For each, the lattice constant, computed ϕnet

iso , and
estimated Tcs are listed. Both columns are ordered from
highest estimated Tc (top) to lowest (bottom). For struc-
tures in the left column +U was not applied, and the
structures in the right column had the indicated U-value
applied for the R atoms. All structures were relaxed us-
ing PBE from the high-symmetry starting point defined
by the structure formula.

FIG. S12: Structure and PDOS of (YCaH22)(Y6NH)
without and with U = 4 eV, and lattice constant 10.244
Å. The ϕnet

iso increases to 0.56 due to the 24g-H compress-
ing toward the 4d-Y upon Ca doping. The networking-
value Tnet

c we obtain using the Quantum Espresso pro-
jections is 180 K.

FIG. S13: PDOS of four examples following the sec-
ond model structure (RH11)2X6YZ with the common U-
shaped DOS near EF highlighted.
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FIG. S14: PDOS calculated for doped variants of two example compositions shown in Fig. S11. Relaxation with
dopants was not performed. (a) (YH11)2(Ca6OH) with an extra electron added to the 32-atom primitive cell with
compensating uniform background charge. (b) (YH11)2(Ca5YOH) (choosing X’=Y). (c) (YH11)2(Ca6O1.25H0.75)
(choosing Z’=O). (d) (LaH11)2(Sr6SH) with four extra electrons added to the 32-atom primitive cell.
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FIG. S15: Primitive cell of (LaH11)2(Mg6OH) with an
inner hydrogen cage visualized.

FIG. S16: We picture inverting the role of the R and
X atoms (left) since the interface chemistry should be
similar. Indeed, our example (right) shows that (YH11)2
(Ca6OH) (lattice constant 5.158 Å) and the swapped X,R
role version (CaH11)2 (Y6OH) (lattice constant 5.119 Å)
have a very similar DOS near EF , with the extra electrons
simply providing a hole-doping effect.
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FIG. S17: PDOS of (RH11)2(R6NH) using the parent structure
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